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Lobos Shooting For Big Number 3 Socc~r Becoming
Last year the UNM Lobos were looking forward to a fine
year. Returning from a squad which posted nine wins was
an all-conference quarter back, an all-conference guard, and
four other starting seniors.
The first game for the Wolfpack was against the Miners
of Texas Western. What happened to the Lobos in that game
is now history. The Wolfpack ran into a buzzsaw in the
person of Billy Stevens, the quarterback who passed the
Lobos silly.
This year was to be a rebuilding year at UNM. But the
big hearted Lobos have gone out and done the unexpected by
winning their first two games. Texas Western has been
having troubles this year and after two games show two
losses.
This is the same team the Miners had last year and they
have too much material to keep losing. If the Lobos are to
continue their winning ways they must stop that man who
beat them last year-Bmy Stevens.

ra

Full-lime Sport

Soccer is becoming a full-time
sport on many college campuses
and UNM is no exception. The
University started its intercollegiate soccer program three
years ag·o and since that time
has compiled a 9-1-1 record.
The UNM team is a result of
a league which is sponsored by
the Lobo Soccer Club each year.
Eight teams are made up of
students and residents of the city
who in turn make up the University team.
New Mexico has met such
teams as the University of Arizona, Arizona State University,
New Mexico State, the College
of Santa Fe, and the Sonora State
Champions of Mexico. This year
the University has scheduled ten
games.
The games are played under
international rules with the exception that substitutions are
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Wanted
OUR SIXTY·SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

·Vol. 70

3 ??f. 7'ff 7

Un3G{w'.

Friday, September 30, 1966
ByBiiiHume
Advocating the abolishment of the student draft deferment program and advocating the refusal of the UNM ~
ministration to furnish information to Selective Service ·authorities were the substances of two resolutions submitted
to yesterday afternoon's meeting of the UNM Chapter of
the American Association of University Professors.
The resolutions, submitted by Professor Carl M. Selinger
and Professor Paul F. Schmidt, respectively, were not voted
on by the group.
The AA UP, instead, asks
for the opinions and comments of the campus community at large-both students
and faculty-before passing
final judgement on the measThe following arc the texts of ures.
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Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Selinger, Schmidt
Offer Proposals

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVE)tTISING RATE~:
4 line ad. 65<-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tlons Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102.
FOR RENT
ATT.RACTIVE 1 or 2 bedroom apartments for rent. Furni•hcd, 4409 Ninth
Street NW. 9/28, 29, 30.
BACHELOR'S suite for rent ncar University. Call 255-4884. Evenings only, 9/29,
30, 10/3, 5.
ROOM for student, 2'/a blocks from. Uni·
verslty. Kitchen privileges. Cnll 255·4384.
9/29, 30, 10/8, 5.

Cougars Leading

SEitvlCES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Sp.,.,ial
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2(3·

WAC Statistics
Defending champion Brigham
Young University leads in three
of the six statistical categories of
the Western Athletic Conference,
according to figures released
Monday by Commissioner Paul
W. Brechler.
The Cougars top the field in
total team offense with an average of 359 yards per game, in
rushing with an average of 236,
and in rushing defense after
throwing San Jose State runners
for a minus 1 yard net Saturday.
Utah took the lead in total defense by holding Oregon to 195
net yards in the Redskins' first
game of the season.
U of A First in Passing
A1·izona's air-lift has netted
233.5 yards per game to put the
Wildcats on top in passing, well
ahead of Wyoming's 191.5. The
two teams will meet Saturday at
Laramie, in an important Western Athletic Conference tilt.
New Mexico leads in passing
defense, having held two nonconference opponents to an average of 78 yards per game. The
Lobos also are second in total
defense, having held opponents
to 218 net yards per game.
Leaders' Game on Tap
All individual leaders in offensive statistics of the Western
Athletic Conference will perform
on one field Saturday, when the
Wyoming Cowboys and Arizona
Wildcats meet at Laramie.
Rick Egloff, Wyoming quarterback, has amassed 345 yards passing and 30 rushing in two games,
to set the conference pace in total
offense with a net of 375, accord-

0588.

If we were

ing to figures released by Commissioner Paul W. Brechler Monday.
Mark Reed, Arizona quarterback, leads passers with 34
completions in 56 attempts, for
an accumulation of 322 yards,
and is second in total offense with
313 net.
Kiick Leads Rushing
Jim Kiick, Cc ,vboy tailback,
has 121 net rushing yards in two
games, but is closely followed by
John Ogden, Brigham Young fu11back, who plowed for 112 yards
in the Cougars' opener against
San Jose State Saturday.
Jim Greth, Wildcat halfback, is
setting a torrid pace for pass receivers with 16 catches and 214
yards in two games, and is being
pushed by teammate Fritz Greenlee, who has 14 receptions for 100
yards.
Utah's Jerry Pu11man grabbed
the lead in punting with an average of 43.5 yards in his first
game, to move ahead of Wyoming's Jerry DePoyster, who is
second with 40.7. Arizona's Joe
Payton, who was second in the
nation last year, trails with 36.7
in two games.

selling books
We would court
"Bookworms''

But-

We sell taReS

See our large selection of Pre-recorded
and Blank Tapes and
Cartridges.

IAMPEXI'
Stereo Tapes

v:AMAHA ~~=~:i~:~~~i~!~ld. Go on
a Yamaha Catalina 250.

Forget the usual holiday hassle on a Catalina. 250.
Twin cylinders, 5-speed.gearbox, safety~ng.meered
brakes. Comfortably cruise at any speed hm1t.
See our selection of new and used 250's. A low down

$b75

SEE ALL THE SWINGING YAMAHAS IN UNIVERSAL'S TECHNICOLOR® SPY SPOOF "OUT OF SIGHT.''

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

BOBBY J'S

Complete Automotive Service
Speedo Expert
Friendly

MOTORCYCLE SALES

Dependable

Try Us For Proof
6211 Central Ne

San Pedro 8. Central

SOUND by

""::::';:·;~.:;:~u:::yAMAHAij

FAIRGROUNDS
SERVICE

Ph. 256-1423
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SDS MEMBER PHIL NICHOLSON, center is shown actively participating in last nights meeting of
the Students fpr a Demoeratic Society.
·

Nicholson Asks SDS Group
To· Push Anti- War Activity
By DAVE DURAN
in expressing our views on the
Phil Nicholson opened a discus- \Var."
sion group last night, in the
A weekly bour-long vigil ~;~tart
Union, by saying that be would . ing Oct'Jber 5,, at 12:1S r.m. Wl1.5:
like to see the Students for a
discussed. The purpose of the
Democratic Society become an Vigil is to have an hour of silence
active group of organizers.
during which time literature on
The main purpose of the or- the Viet Nam war will be handed
ganizing group would be to help out, so that those present will
students and people of the com- be brought to realize that there
munity to be aware of their every- is blood being shed and that someday contributions to the war in thing should be done about it, he
VietNam.
added.
Pennananee Needed
Citizens Domiaated.
Nicholson said, "one of our
''Citizens must be brought to
main concerns is forming perma- !l'ecognize how powei'less they
nent citizen organizations to do really are. We are all under poli-

The Draft and the·
Educational Process

tical dominance and our influence
as citizens has lessened," Nicholson said.
A dilk;Lll,;,;;iv)l held "by. the Cii.izens Active for Peace group was

1'HE BASIC PRINCIPLE be.
bind the following resolutions is:
that a clear separation of the
draft from educational processes
is necessary for the best functioning of each.
Some important reasons in support:- or ':tl'iis bJ:iaic pri'nciple. a:re:
1) IF ACA.IJEMIC GRADES are

brought to the attention of the used as part of the criteria of
S.D.S. discussion group. The draft cla~sification or selection,
Citizens Active for Peace dis- then some students may be temptcussed Wednesday night the pos- ed toward cheating, dishonesty,
sibility of sending Senator Ken- cribbing, etc. such behavior is innedy a telegram upon his arrival compatible with effective educato Albuquerque. Included in the cation. We do not wish to entelegram would be a friendly courage such negative values.
greeting along with a request
2) IF ACADEMIC GRAD.ES are
urging him to publicly support used as part of the criteria, then
the late President John Kennedy's students are dt•iven toward overviews on the VietNam war.
(Contnued on page 3)

"We decided to ;1sk the LOBO
to publish both resolutions, so
that tl1e student body and tHe
faculty as a whole may reflect on
upon them and discuss them; and,
when there had been sufficient
time to do that, a special meeting
(of the AAUI') will be called,"
Selinger said, in an exclusive
LOBO interview yesterday.
Called Two Approaches
"The two are not really alternative resolutions," Selingex• added,
"They are rea1ly two approaches
to the problem of Selective Service and higher education."
The AAUP made no final decisions on where the resolutions
would be sent if passed, but Selinger speculate!l that.J;he defermen:,
86oHil"'httrant
fi:h!I01tltflon
would be sent to the New Mexico
Congx•essionai Delegation; if passed; and the no-information ·tp
Draft Boards resolution would be
submitted to a faculty meeting for
University action.
Meeting To Be Soon
The special meeting to discuss
the resolutions will be held "within the next few weeks," Selinger
said.
"The cornerstone (of Thurs(Continued on page 2)

To Be Given Free

Kennedy Correction
'rhe time for the presentation
o£ the first John F. Kennedy
Memorial Fellowship has been
changed from 10:30 a.m. Monday,
Oct. 3, to 8:30 a.m. the same day.
The presentation will be made in
the Union Ba11room by U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy.

two resolutions submitted to the
UNM Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, in their meeting yesterday.
The AAUI', in turn, is soliciting the opinions and comments
of students and faculty of UNM
to aid them in considering the
resolutions.

6316 Domingo Rd. N.E.

Ph. 255-0237

Near the University

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triang Ie)
255-1695
Headquarters
for all your
Sound and Music needs

Walter Lewis, UNM safety coordinator, ltas announced that he
will be giving free eye tests in
the basement of the Library room
78-B.
The test, which is basically a
depth perception test, does not
indicate whether there is a need
for glasses. It does tell if there
is a need for further examination by a qualified optometrist,
optomologist, or oculist, said
Lewis.
Not Specialist
Lewis has said that he is not a
specialist. He cannot give a full
eye examination or prescribe
glasses. He can, however, makeup glasses once prescribed by a
physician.
Safety Lenses
The outstanding feature of
these glasses, said Lewis, is that
FACULTY MEMBEl~S ATTENDING last night's meeting of the
they will be made with safety
Publications
Board included from left John Howarth, assoeiate
lenses. Lewis said that the safety
professor
of
physics and astronomy; Tony llillerman, associate
glasses are especially functional
professor in journalism; Dr. Lester Libo, associate professor of
for laboratory use.
psychiatry; William lluber, chairman of the board; and Walter
Required in Labs
Rutkowski, instructor in art education.
In most states, all students are
required to wear safety glasses WHAT STUDENT PUBLICA3. Approved the addition of
in the laboratories. Lewis feels . TIONS BOARD DID:
three paid stall' member
that within the next year legisla1. Approved the 1965-66 fi.
for the MIRAGE.
positions
tion will be passed in New Mexico
nancial statements o£ the
4.
Approved
the 1966-67
requiring students to wear safety
L 0 B 0 • MIRAGE, and
THUNDERBIRD
budget of
glasses in labs, both plain and
THUNDERBIRD.
$2,300.
prescription.
2. Raised LOlJO editor's salary
Financial statements of the
As a representative of Ameri£or semester I of the 1966- Student Publications Board's
can Optical, Lewis said that he
6'1 school year to $140 a three publications showed a
will be offering the glasses to stumonth . and approved a $2,246.43 profit on the LOBO, a
dents at cost.
LOBO budget of $47,430.
$5,050.50 profit on the MIRAGE,

LOBO S'l'AFI~ MEMBER Kathy Mahon, Student Senator Lanny
Miele, and executive administrative assistant Lynna Joseph at·
tentatively listen at last nights meeting of Student Publications
Board.
and a $21 deficit on the THUNDERBIRD.
A£ter considerable discussion,
LOBO editor Jim Jansson's salary was raised from $125 to
$140. The decision brought sharp
criticism from student Board
member Bruce Gray.
Increase Opposed
"I would be opposed to the increase," said Gray, who £e!t that

the editor should be primarily
concerned with "getting experiet'tce."
A $47,430 LOBO budget was ap·
proved.. The editor's request to
secure funds for a United Ptess
Intet•national teletype met with
differing opinions and he was advised to .find out whether students
on campus would be interested
(Contnued on page 3)
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Pageant: Rewarding, Busy
New Mexico pageant. In he appearance as Miss Albuquerque,
she captured the coveted award
as Miss New Mexico.
When asked when she first decided she was interested in trying
out for Miss America, she said
she was 10 years old. "That year
Sharon Kay Ritche won the pageant. Because our names were the
same, I began to think maybe I
could do it too."
"One of the greatest moments
of the whole pageant was the day
I met the other Sharon Kay," she
said. ''It just seemed to make
the pageant all the better."
Dramatic Reading
Sharon did a dramatic reading
of Number Three on the Docket
by Amy Lowell. It is tl1e story of

an ax murderess and her different moods. "The night of the
pageant there was not enough
time to put on all my make-up,"
she said. Sharon puts on all o;f
her own make-up.
As contestants, the girls are
very heavily chaperoned. "We
weren't even allowed to talk to
the male employees of the hotel
we stayed at. The girl who was in
the same hotel with me, Miss
Arkansas, had to call her chaperone so that she could talk to
her father."
Girls Are Friends
There is an opinion among the
general public that the girls are
very close friends. "This belief is
partially true," she said.. "The
whole time I was there, I was
unable to talk with about four of
the other 49 contestants. Other
than between rehersals, there was
no real time to talk."
Besides experience, Miss New
M e x i c o has received other
gifts. As New Mexico's entry to
the pageant, Sharon received a
$1,000 scholarship, a $500 Tony
Banlon wardrobe, and the use of
an Oldsmoblie Toronado for a
year. Having qualified in the top
ten in the pageant, she won another $1,000 scholarship.
To keep herself in top shape,
Sharon runs a mile every day.
"It is part of my daily routine, it
makes me feel good."
Sharon Kay is a junior at UNM.
She is majoring in drama and
plans to use her scholarships
toward her degree. Sharon is a
member of Phi Mu sorority on
campus.

PRESENTATION: U.S. Sen.
Edward Kennedy will present
UNM's first John F. Kennedy
Memorial Fellowship to David
J. ·weber at ceremonies Monday,
Oct. 3, at 8:30 a.m. in the Union
ballroom. Weber is a doctoral
candidate in history. 'l'he award
carries a $1,000 stipend.

Patronize
"
Lobo AcJvertl·ser·s

TWO LOBO STAFF MEMBERS enthusiastically listen as New
Mexico's entry to the Miss America pageant, Sharon KaY Birken(JueJ, teJJs of aJJ her experiences in Atlantic City. LOBO sports
editor Jeff Dennard listens as Lobo staffer Chuck Noland takes

4,
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LISTEN
To KNMD

(C?ntinued from page 1)
emphasis on grades as the end
product. Studen~s under such. pressure demand. Simple syllabi, and
lecture~ eas1ly memorized and
r.eg-~rg1tated.. JFver:,: detail is
gemed to achrevmg l11gher grades.
~ethod_s of. analysis, discursive
drscuss~on, mdependent and diverse, rdeas, nov~l explorations,
laboratory ~xpe~·rences, etc., do
not pay off l.n lugher g~·ades, yet
they ~re the mo~e Important
values m the educatwnal process.
3) IF ACADE~IW GRADES are
use.d f?r. se:ectwn, then certain
socml mJustiCes result: a. those

who h:we wealth go to school
while the poor g-o to war; b. students will select easier collges
and easier courses, thus supporting what is of inferior standard·
c, those students born with high:
er I.Q.'s or those who had better
educations in lower grades are
exempt, while the averag·e students from poorer schools are
sent to war. Let us remembe~· that
we, as citizen$, are responsible
for the existence in our society
of such poorer schools.
THESE UEASONS are sufficient to show why academic criteria must be sharply separated
from draft criteria. If not separated, the educational process is
poisoned in many ways.
With this basic principle and
these reasons before us, we offe~·
the following resolutions:
1) THE UNIVEUSITY, the college, the teacher and the student
in order to preserve good educa~
.
(Continued from page 1)
tion, will not provide any records
111 such coverage in the LOBO.
of grades or other academic ratPositions Added
ings to be used for Selective SerThe request by MIRAGE edi- vice procedures.
tor Pete Kendall to add three paid .
2) THE UNIVERSITY, the colstaff positions (at $20 a month)
lege, or the teacher, in order to
to the MIRAGE was approved.
preserve the rights and freedom
Kendall asked the Board to ap- of each student, shall not coerce,
pr?ve an , addition of 32 pages to pressure, or endorse the student in
th1s years MIRAGE in order to any manner with respect to Seleca?d underclassmen and faculty tive Service.
pictures to the book. The decision
Paul F. Schmidt, Chairman
was postponed to allow the Board
Department of Philosophy
and editor a chance to find out
Student Draft Deferments
wlmt the extra pages would cost
WHEREAS, the singling out of
in terms of printing.
college
and university students
A decision on whether to take
for
deferment
from the draft canthe printing of the MIRAGE to a
not
be
justified
by military conpublishing company other than
unjust, in terms
siderations,
and
is
the UNl\! Printing Plant was also
of
the
risks
to
life
and limb inpostponed until the next meetvolved
in
armed
conflict,
to those
ing.
young men who lack the financial
Request Postponed
resources, cultural background or
The Board approved a $2300 intelligence necessary for attendbudget for the THUNDERBIRD. ance at an institution of higher
It postponed action on editor Luis learning; and
Calvillo-Capri's.request to reduce
WHEREAS, in an age characthe number of copies of the book terized by limited warfare and the
printed from 2200 to 1000.
development of nuclear weapons
Action was also delayed on the for us against major population
editor's rcqJ,lest to print a "penny centers in the event of a general
sheet" once a month, consisting war, it is wholly unrealistic to beof excerpts from literary works lieve that a just selective service
of UNM students.
systm would present any special

(Continued from page 1)
day's AA UP meeting discussion)
was that it would be a good idea
to have more reflection and more
discussion among more people before the Chapter decided what it
wanted to do," he added.
President Selection
· In other action, the AA UP
passed a resolution calling for,
and submitting a plan for, :faculty
participation in the selection of a
successor fo~· UNM President
Popejoy.
Selinge1· declined to release a
copy of the resolution until after
it had been delivered to the Chairman of the Ree:ents.

Budget Approvai
Is Given By Boord

Patronize
Adve
Makers of
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

If you were a Christian and were given this blank space to tell
others about your belief, what would you write, ,in it?
The Christian Communications Group is iriteresfei:f in your ideas.
Come to the Youth Center, 123 Broadway S.E. on October 2 at
5 p.m. and become a part of a creative endeavor into communication.
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Selinger, Schmidt Offer Proposal

Opinions Wonted
On 2Resolutions

Miss New Mexico Finds
By KAY AMBABO
Her day began around 6
a.m., and after the press interviews at night she would be in
bed by 1:30 a.m. This was the
average day during Miss New
Mexico Sharon Kay Birkenbule's
stay in Atlantic City.
In an interview with the Lobo,
Sharon said that "all the hard
work was worth every minute of
it. I am very very happy that I
got as far as I did."
A Junior Miss
Sharon's first experiences with
beauty contests came when she
was Roswell's Junior Miss in 1964.
She was a runner up in the state
Junior Miss pageant that year.
As Miss Roswell, Sharon made
her first appearance in the Miss

., . ·.
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' Sponsored by First ·Baptlst Church
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danger of sacrificing a large proportion of the nation's "best
brains;" and
WHEREAS, any scheme of student deferments that defers some,
but not a!l, college and university students must ncessarily involve a process of drawing distinctions among students that
may seriously interfere with the
educational objectives of both
academic institutions and individU!ll students; and
WHEREAS, a selecive service
system based on a common lottery
-as utilized in the Second World
War-would not only avoid the

problems heretofore cited but
would also tend to promote
thoughtful and responsible consideration of issues of war and
peace among all groups of our
citizens;
BE IT UESOLVED that the
UNM Chapter of the American
Association of Univrsity Professors favors the elimination of
draft deforments for college and
university students :wd urges that
a common lottery be adopted as
the basis for any selective service
system.
Carl M. Selinger
Assoc. Prof. of Law

r.
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ST. PAUL'S CHAPEL
(Reformed Episcopal)

ALL ARE WELCOME

FALLOWS HOUSE
2920 CAMPUS BLVD. NE
8,30 AM HOLY COMMUNION
AND SERMON
7:00 PM EVENING PRAYER
and BIBLE DISCUSSION GROUP

Phone 265-6931

,._

San Mateo and Lomas

Fashion Square

..

•

No Misfifs, Please

Conservatism Principles
Directs Young Americans
The principles of conservatism
guide the Young Americans for
Freedom, Mike Bridges, president
of ~he group, said Thursday
evenmg at the fi1·st YAF meeting
of tl~e year, held in the Union.
Bndges said that these principles are belief in the JewishChristian philosophy, belief in

on the

Heights Basket Shop
(DIVISION OF THE OLD TOWN BASKET SHOP)

Army Band

5318 Menaul Blvd. NE

The U.S. Army Field Band from
Washington, D.C., will present a
concert at the Highland high
school gymnasium at 8 p.m. tonight. The band's appearance is
sponsored by the women's committee of the Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. Admission is free and the public is
invited.

(1 Y2 blks. east of San Mateo on Menaul)

Grand Opening
Free Door Prizes
No Purchase
Necessary

Door Prize
Rattan Hanging
Chair

Bill Fiset of the Oakland, Calif.,
"Tribune" reports this " ... Sober
thought: A l'eport came out that
1.1 million Volkswagens were
produced last year. Not only an
amazing saving in radiator caps,
but placed end-to-end they'd
stretch maybe a half mile?"

Dukes&
Duchesses
2-5 Sunday

free enterprise, belief in limited
government, and opposition to totalitarianism in any form.
Not For Sociall\Iisfits
"YAF is not a place for social
misfits," Bridges said. He told
the group that he hoped that YAF
could become an effective voice on
campus.
He said that two campus projects would be to emphasize the
need for conservatism and to
sponsor civic functions, such as
debates and speakers.
Heard State Chairnmn
State YAF chaitman Dave
:Foreman was at the meeting and
told the group about the li'reedom
Forum. F1·eedom Porum is a pl'ogl·am designed to stimulate discusions of cutrent topics by pl·esel"!ting both sides of the topic.
It 1s under the sponsorship of the
national YAF.
An open discussion was held
:ropks brought up included: hav~
mg ? float fo1· Homecoming, conductmg polls of various types
speaking to various high schooi
classes on the conservative philosophy, and working to alleviate
some campus gripes.

6509 LOMAS BLVD., NE - 255-7784

This Sunday
RAVIOLI DINNER

c~~BUFFET
\
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UNM Student Special
All You Can. Eat $1 ,00
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 8-lOP.M.
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He doesn't need to study other men's conquests. He's achieving his own
in his wool blend Lakeland stadium coat. It has an extra warm pile lining
and nylon pile collar. Camel/black. Sizes 36-46L.

$45.00
l

She looks ever so captivating in one of the great new looks for fall. Her
brilliant colored pancho is persuasive, subtle and absolutely socko in 100%
wool.

$26.00
l 00% wool ribbed double knit slacks in coordinating colors.

$19.00
(modeled by laura Loy and Don Lommori)
ALL THIS PLUS S & H GREEN STAMPS

li•,,r-----.. . . -----~----'--------..:...;---------1 Sun ·Shop and·~Men•s Shop . ~ .. ·. '··· ... ~ .... Garden "Levet
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SPEAK UP NOW, STUDENTS
FROM AMONG the muck of muddled thinking on campus,
a gem of progressive thought glittered yesterday when the
UNM chapter of the American Association of University
Professors produced two resolutions which lifted the school
out of the backwash and into the stream of education issues
in the country.
In the midst of a country agonizingly trying to correct a
score of social injustices, perhaps the most immediate and
broadly felt in.lustice is that of special draft deferments.
The "selective" in the Selective Service System has become
increasingly emphasized.
There are two problems involved with the special draft
deferments for students and properly the A.A.U.P. dealt
w.ith each one separately.
THE FffiST RESOLUTION considered by the professors
would put the UNM chapter firmly on record as opposing
college draft deferments in preference for a common lottery.
It is unbe1ievable that any country such as the United
States which claims to stand for equality and the democratic
way could harbor anything as unequal and undemocratic as
the draft deferments.
Each citizen must bear his responsibility in the defense of
the nation. In no place in the Constitution or the Bill of
Rights does it say the poor, the unintelligent, or the cui~
turally disadvantaged should risk their lives for the more
fortunate.
Talk about discrimination! This deferment policy discri~
minates not against on race, not against one religion, nor
against one class, but it discriminates against at least half
of the nation.
The reassessment of the deferment systems shouldn't end
with the elimination of college deferments but it should end
all non-physical deferments. College students, doctors, poll~
ticans, and farmers all owe a turn in the military. No group
of people should be allowed to determine who will best help
the country by remaining behind while others face possible
death.
THE SECOND RESOLUTION states that the university
should not co-operate with the Selective Service in providing
information used to classify students. The university a place
of education is not a clearing house for the draft boards.
Both resolutions have not been approved by the A.A.U.P.
They have simply been introduced to stimulate a dialogue on
campus. They represent an issue which not only concerns
college students but everyone regristered with Selective
Service. They need to be discussed, they also need to be approved. Students are urged to take part. It's your country,
it's your injustice.
-Jim Jansson

--------------------------------------Medical Assistants \~eekly Course Aids

A weekly seminar for medical
office assistants wiJl start on the
UNM campus Oct. 18. Sessions
will ba held on Tuesdll:Y' evenings
fol' ten weeks.
The seminar, given under the
auspicies o£ the Division of Extension, will be in Personal Adjustment and Human Relations.
Tuition for the ten-week course
is $15.

-·--,.-·-- ......
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The seminar is offered in cooperation with the Bernalillo
Count~ Medical Association and
the BernaliJlo County Medical Assistants Association.
The instructor for the seminar
is Earl Wilson, a graduate of
Washington State University with
an M.A. degree in industrial
psychology. He is an employe at
Sandia Corporation.

Coed Rarely Sees
Politician Father
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Communist Rule Listed
By TIM HUNTER
In October of this year the nonCommunist world will mark the
tenth anniversary of the Hungarian .Revolution, the most ambitious attempt yet made by a
nation to extricate itself from
Soveit domination and secret police. terror.
The occasion will be remembered in many homes and in many
discussions, by those who took
part, and by those who will not or
cannot forgP.t the ferocity of the
Red masters.
The political implications of the
Hungarian revolt remain as significant today as they were ten
years ago. The failure of the
Hungarian revolt represents, for
some, the impotence of even an
aroused city in the face of a
mechanical master determined to
express his will even at the cost
of terrific human sutrering.
The qqestion arises in free and
satellite countries: can a nation
once engulfed by the Red tide ever
accomplish its c<Jmplete f.!xtrieation? For some the answer is a
dismal no, for pthers the real
answer is buried in the question
of the determination of the surviving West to defend, first. its
own laager, and then that of its
conquered neighbors.
It is unlikely that Communist
countries wiJI ever moderate to
the extent that a "People's Democracy" couJd be peacefuUy
overturned and replaced by a government pledged to protect the
rights of human beings, Thus far
in the history of the Communist
empire only two countries have
ever managed to defeat and overturn a Rei} regime.
The 1irst example is Bungar;y
itself, though not the 1956 revolt.
In 1919 the would-be Lenin of
Hungary, Bela Kuhn, and an
anarcho-syndicaliat mob managed
to seize power in Hungary following the choas of World War I. The
dictatorship of the proletariat, in
Bolshevik phraseology, was overturned only after the remnants
of the former regime joined with
the present population to defeat
·tand expropriation and a too-upid
attempt to destroy the framework of the lod state.
Also in 1919 a Bolshevik reJ:ime
was established in Bavaria following the breakup of the Germu
Empire. The revolutionaries were
defeated after only a few months
by units of returning soldiers and
armed citizens frightened by the
ferocity of the red rule~ In the
revolt the Bolshevik government
passed sentence on hundreds of
victims and came close to assassinating the papal representative
in Munich, a man who later became Pope Pius XII.
In both cases a Communist government was overthrown. only on
the occasion that the Red regime
had not succeeded in totally preventing the opposition from gathering its forces. In both Hungary
1919 and Bavaria 1919 the regime
was unused to power and unable
to marshal its full force against
the anti-Communist element.
The situation in Hungary 1!J56
was radically different from 1919.
The puppet government had had
at least ten years of effective rule
and had merciles!lly sought out
lt.-4 opponents. 'l'he Hungarian rc-

V()lt was apparently not even
made according to a conscious
plan but rather was a spontaneous burst of repressed fury for
the years of Stalinism and nightmarish dictatorship by the Russian overlords.
Considering these factors, and
the real factors of Soviet and
Chinese dominance in their respective areas, can westerners
ever look to the day when the
non-Communist world will begin
to roll back, as Churehill might
say, "a long period of darkness
and barbarism which has settled
across half of Europe. and most
of Asia"?
For years American foreign
policymakers have assumed that
if the growth of the Cpmmunist
empit-e were stopped and if it
could be demonstrated to the Communist rulers that expansionism
would not be profitable. that Communism would cease its attempt
for "world revolution" and moderate in the interests of its own
oopulation.
The twenty-odd years since the
end of World War ll and the beginning of the cold war have seen
some changes in the internal oppression exerted by the Bolsheviks, but not much. We have
reason to believe that the concentration camps have been mainly torn down or converted to other
uses, but we also know that Dania! and Sinyifsky are serving

prison terms and that Newcomb
Mott suffered a cruel death at
Soviet banda 'Under mysterious
circumstances.
In the long history of the Rus.
sian state there is little encouragement to be had that a pea~e
ful transition of government can
occur.
Nor can any hope be taken
from the prospect of overt military action against M11scow. Numerous invaders have learned the
mistakc of attempting to defeat
the Russians or Communists by
direct attack.
The only chance for the end
of Communist rule in Russia and
the eastern part of Europe would
be for an internal situation to
develop inside the Communist
empire which would create in. stability ao that native nationals
could achieve a coup d'etat or
begin a civil war which might
result in victory for the anti-Communists, a situation which might
require outside help from the
west. In any case the prospects
for liberating the Communist
countries remain dim, but not
hopeless, provided the people of
the various satellite nations can
effectively unite against the various controlling regimes.

Rhoads Conducts
Opening Concert

Unity Is Promised
Letters By Conservatives

By BRIAN LEO

The Albuquerque W}..p,d)t;,m;emble presented a concet;t J.Uf!tight
in the Union Ballroom. 'Tlie group
is conducted by William Rhoads
of the music department. I often
caught myself thinking that it.
was a band conce>:t, llS it had 11"
spirit of perfox-mun.:.e which was
very simUar to a 'relaxed' group
which had played together for
yars, rather than ~ .s~J.I,l:. .•c;xclusively concert wind ensemble:
•¥J·~·:~~·
Uecent Composttions
The selections emphaaized recent compositions, although Bach
and Handel appea1·ed in transcription. Here the problem is of
course, to in a way, forget about
how Bach sounds, and note as the
music is being performed how the
person who wrote the setting altered the orchestra) music to recreate the construction of Bach
and the interrelationships which
identify him.
Mr. Rhoads, who conducted his
own transcription, did a fine job
of developing brass volumes and
sonorities which could 'stand for'
the parallel constructions in Bach.
'Water Music' Well Done
The Handel "Water Music
Suite," arranged by .Hershy Kay,
used an alternation of sharpness
in some instruments to direct the
piece which was a more 'gruff'
sounding presentation than a
chamber orchstl•a setting.
There was one fascinating and
humorous instance in the first section in which a cot·net is employd
to mimic, almost, a solo violin paS·
sage. It is a soft, trailing, closeto-braking phrase, and is ill line
with what I mentioned above concerning the varieties of apptoach
to the job of transc1'iption.
In connection with the concert
r find it difficult to mentioll all
I would like to mention in connc·
tion with each selection, so I
will have to spak of the most im·
portant points.
Bl'rgsma 'Mnrch' Stirring
The "March with Tt·unlpnts,"
by William Bnt•gsma, was a pow·
ntful piece and very accm·ately
pr~sentcd. It was keener in its

Representatives of four American conservative organizations

Monday pledged c:oordinat.ton ot:

their efforts and programs after

a meeting in Washington with
LIKES GUTS
Editor:
Hooray for a student with
guts!!!
I support wholehartedly Elliot
Glassheim's condemtlation of
sloppy administration at UNM.
As one who has been away from
university life for a while and
now in grad school here, I have
been amazed at the oblivious student attitude toward 8Uch things
as: parking, crowded classes, uncompleted and 1D!derstaffed library, lack of study Spa~on't
even try sitting under a tree.
somebody might tum the sprink•
lers on! !
Through all this mess, the administration apparently hides its
collective head in the sand and
waits for retirement benefits, but
what is 'WOrse, the students are
apathetic - student government
debating beauty contests and the
student newspaper editorializing
on athletic desire and the stance
of fashion models-see your Friday, Sept. 23 issue.
I was recently chatting with an
administrative head who told me
that UNM has really not had any
prominent alumni, and he attributed this to the relative youth of
the institution. l attribute this
fact to something else--I mean do
you really think that an ostrich
might become President! !1?
Sincerely
Dan Norvell

Barry Goldwater.
Four Groups Represented
Represel}~tivesJ ,of the Amflri·
cans for Constitutional Action, the
American Conservative Union,
The Free Society Association, and
the Young Americans for Freedom met with the former Republican Presidential candidate in his
Washington apartment.
"My purpose/' said Goldwater,
"was to bring the leading conaervative organizations together to
talk about cooperation and coordination that is long overdue
but has been largely ovflrlooked!'
Groups Will Not Merge
Although the groups will not
actually merge, they will :tor the
first time closely coordinate their
work to avoid duplication and to
make all of their individual ef·
forts more effective.
Goldwater, in a press release
from his Washington office, pledged "continuing efforts to provide
overall direction and purpose to
the American conservative movement.''

Baha'i Meeting
The Baha'i Student Association
will hold its fi:rst meeting of the
semester tonight at 8 p.m. in
Room 250-C of the Union. A talk
entitled "The Chain of Great
Teachers: An Introduction to the
Baha'i World Faith" will be presented b1 a senior math student
Bill Griffith, 'l'he public is invited.

Odd
Bodkins

NSA Committee

By Dan O'Neill
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UNM National Student Associ·
ation Coordinator Tom Joule has
announced the fotmuti<m of the
new Community Action Committee. ,1 ouk said that students who
m·e i11terested in applyinA' or.
more inforn!:tti6n • shol.lld · con,tapt , tho ..NSA. offi<;e.

tempo, even though much faster,
than a previous number by Percy
Grainger. The title of the work
is "March," but the work was distinctly musical rather than
'martial!
It has a jagged and solid developn\ent, somewjujot in the_manuer o£ Murtiuu,

J•erformanee Improved
In the second part of the evening the standout work was "Divertimento for Band," by Vincent
Persichtti. There was a feeling for
band, or wind ensemble, and a
senae of a tonal role, which unified the work completely, in each
of the work's six sections.
The group was better in the
second half, it seemed to me, when
the ensemble lost a certain
amount of stuffiness and sorue rattling sounds which one heard in
the first three selections.
Mr. Rhoads' role should be
noted in connection with the
group aa a whole. He always
selects a good program, one that
has to do with solidness of effect
rather than with effects. Last
evening was no exception to thia
fortunate fact.

By CAROLE OLGUIN
"l write my congTessman often,
but I rarely get to see him," said
Janet Walker, daughter of Congressman E. S. Johnny Walker,
in a LOBO interview Thursday
night.
Janet, a 20-year-old junior
at UNM, said the major disadvantage cf being a congressman's daughter is the limited contact she has with her father.
"I have to look forward to seeing him between his flights from
Washington to Albuquerque,"
she said, "and even then I have
t() compete with his constituents,
his New Mexico office personnel,
and the press."
Congress Comes First
Janet hasn't yet actively campaigned for her father. She said
her father likes to manage his
own campaigns, but as Congress
is still in session, he hasn't been
able to return to New Mexico to
actively . participate.
"My father feels that his job in
Congress comes first," said Janet.
''It would be hard for him to do
his job competently if he tl•ied at
the same time to get the New
Mexico campaign fully under·
way," she continued.
When Janet was in Washington this past summer, she got a
full view of a congressman's life.
It's Not Easy
"It's not easy," she said. "He
is on constant go from 8:01} in
the morning to 7:00 at night."
"I had no idea how much a Congressman must read to get the
overall picture of state conditions
and the situation in Congress,"
she said.
Her father daily reads the
Albuquerque, Washington, and
the Santa Fe papers. His office
personnel read and evaluate the
content of all other New Mexico
papers.
Though her father is flngaged in
an array of' political activities, lle
hasn't lost complete touch with
many of his personal interests,
said Janet.
Is Lobo Fan
As an alum of UNM, Congressman Walker is an avid fan of the
Lobos. He attended the first football game of the season and was
elated with the outcome.
"If he's in town, or in this area,
he tries not to misa any of the
athletic events," said Janet. "If
he can't attend the games he
asks for the results.''
Janet said that her father, at
his Washington residence, has
also planted and cares for chili
and tomato plants. The seeds are
fmm New Mexico, she said.
Declines Discussion
Janet, who is assistant rush
chairman for Delta Delta Delta
social sorority, said that she is

•

THE TELEPHONE has become the major means of communication between Janet Wa)ker, UNM junior, and her father, Cong.-es!!man E. S. Johnny Walker, who is seldom seen by his
daughter.
more emotionally than actively
involved in the upcoming election.
"Often I'm asked for my fathr's
position on certain issues but I
decline to discuss it on the basis
that what I say may be misinterpreted," she said.
In rooting for her father, Janet
has the aid of her brother, Mike
Walker, a second-year law student at UNM.
Janet, a government major, is
glad to have an opportunity to
see government workings first
hand.

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
3501 Lomas Blvd. N.E.

Hallmark Cards
Party Supplies
Candles-Gifts
Wedding Announcements

HELP WANTED
Are you a Christian who wants to share with others yo\lr .faith
in God? Then apply for a position in the Christian Communica·
tions Group.
Become a part of a creative Christian witnessing movement US·
ing the media of newspaper and radio.
Salary-Sorry about that ...
Satsfaction Unlimited ...

Apply ot the Youth Center, 123 Broadway S.E.,
October 2 at 5 p.m.
Sponsored by first Baptist Church
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ADDRESS
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Signature
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THIS CARD MAY BE CANCELLED WllHOUT NOTICE

Four Pieces of <;hicken
fr~nch

Fries or Whipped Pototoes,
Rolls, Col~> Slow, HoHey

Fried Shrimp Dinner
Tangy Saute, French Fries, Rolls,

Cole Slaw, lembn

W~dge

$1.30
$1.35

We invite you to examine one of Albuquerque's
most complete drug stores, Schroeder·Wilson Pharmacy
at 3100 Central S.E., just 2 blocks east of the Campus,
and receive your STUDENT CHARG:E CARD. Our
friendly staff of Registered Pharmacists and Qualified
Costmeticians will be happy to serve your every need.
YOUR CARD will entitle you to convenient credit
in any of our many departments which include a complete cosmetic department for both men and women,
sundries, gifts and cards for all occasions, and a pharmacy backed by over a Quarter of a Century of unex·
celled service to Albuquerqueans.

Other Meals 79c • $2.75

Phone 265·1669

Across From Campus-CentrCII &' Glra'rc:l' ' ·

Come in TODAY and ask for your STUDENT
CHAIWE CARD. We will be delighted to have you as
one of our charge customers!
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Informed Students to Aid
Community Action Group
Regardless of what action is
taken br students, Banks said that
a person should develop these attitudes in his work with the people around him. "A student should
develop the ability to think, to
criticize, and to decided," he said.
"He should accept the challenges
of ideals and values and apply
them to his life," he continued.
"A person should also 1•ecognize

Friday, September 30, 1966

O'Keeffe .Work

By BUlAN l.EO
parenthood, and attended school the landsrape which was to serve
related to her painting before
Talking with Dean Clinton in Virginia, Chicago, and while as
a subject matter for her paint- she ever came heN" explnined
Adams of the College of Art, con- in New York attended the A1't
cerning the Geo1•gia O'Keetl'e Stt1clent's League and Columbia ing from soon aftct' that time, Dean Adams.
when slw moved to New l\It'xiro,
This llt!W presentation of subshow currently at the University University.
until the present.
Jed mattei' to Miss O'Kccfl'e regalle1·y in the Fine Art Ccmtm·,
'l'a ught in Texas
It iH from this encountet· that sults in the greater amount of
both the difficulty and the silnD<.>nn
Adams approached an in- paintings ~hown in tho gallery.
An
initial
t•onbu•t
with
tht~
plicity of understanding the artist
volved
point of cirtirism of her These wm·k~, from m>rtlwrn Nl'w
Southwest
o0c•urrc•d
wht•n
she
wa~
were present immediately in the
nwtic1·. ''As it is true that paint~;J·::; :'t1cxit'o, are hung ,;ide by side
in
Canyon,
Texas,
in
a
tc•uching
discussion. Dean Adams expect- position.
usually g·o to where the> visual with Pnrlit'l', ahstra~t work, as it
ably was interested in a Ian~t·
J'ealit;v
is in some relation to their has been ('ailed.
Beginning·
in
1!l18,
she
lwgan
number of students, as nnmy as
own
work,
tlw encounter of
to
exhibit
her
work,
firHt
in
Galpossible, seeing this exhibition, a
Harmonious Painting·s
Georgia
O'K<•<•fl'e
with the counthe
pioneering
New
Ym·k
lm·y
2Hl,
quite comprehensive showing, and
Dt•nn Adnms pointed out that
try arom1d Taos nnd then Abiquiu
the first show which Miss O'KeeJTe opcru tion of Alfred Stc:iglitz. By
ecrtainly
have
been
a
!'<'\'elanmxt
this
tinw
her
work
was
bl'ginning"Slw
hns pr(>duced a long· sPries
has bud in this state.
tion."
to attra<'t attention.
of painting~, in Vt'l'Y different PllGeorgia O'KeeJTe wns born in
When visiting· a friend in T:10s,
"Another way of snying it is vironnwnts, and they are not disWisconsin, of Hungarinn-Irish she encountered for the first time
that the New Mexico landscape htu·monious nt all." The country
around Chama canyon seemed to
be the (•xad sort of phenomenon
that her Vit'w of painting was,
and this fact, though simple, concenls a Sl'<'ond fact about the
artist whieh may be stated.
"Altho\lgh she refused to speak
of it, tlwre is in her work a lifedenth symbolism." This symbiosis
of course exists in the somewhat

By BOB STOREY
The informed student will become involved with his community and try to help those who
need his help. This thinking is the
basis for a new program being
started on campus.
Roger Banks, a former UNM
student from the Office of Economic Opportunity, spoke to the
Action Committee on Human
Rights, asking its help with the
new Community Action Committee.
Banks said that the idea of the
program would be to inform students of the conditions and problems that exist in the community
and of the programs that could
solve those problems. The students
would also be given ideas for new
programs as well as encouraged
to work on their own.
Must Apply Knowledge
"The concerns of the college or
university apply not only to the
students in their own study, but
to the furtherance of their beliefs

/ / ....~ ~ A"J, ' /"

the feeling of social consciousness
and in turn develop a consciousness of himself and means of ex}ll'eSsing that consciousness,"
Banks said.
"'fhe student's obligation goes
beyond bt•ing aware of conditions
that exist in the community, it
also includes an obligation to take
sides and become actively involved," he said.

desolate regions where she would
wall\, tUJd this deeper convergence
betwC'en artist and locnle is striking indeed.
Uses Poinsetta
"She quickly left Taos, nnd
stopping shortly at I<:::spanola,
moverl on to Abiquiu, in the
Chama Canyon, which is, or was,
a village of Pcnitentes." The 'reference to death or desolation
whi<•h occur in the cow skull
painting·s for instance, are pensive and calm, and hel' occassional
juxtaposition of a pointsetta or
other flower with the skull is
done with an equally sure conception.
In terms of consistency of purpose and perceptive depth in the
artist's <·ontact with subject, she
is a painter to be reckoned with.
Dean Adams, on behalf of the
Fine Art Center gallery administration, urges students to visit the
show, which has been extended
until Oct. 20.
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Grades,

Success Not Related
sional life selecting applicants for
admission to medical school.
He added that the study caused
him to question the adequacy of
grades not only in selecting th.ose
who should be admitted to medwal
school but also in measuring a
student's progress.
Different Reasons
There are numerous theories
attempting to explain these surprising findings. The most common one affirms that. the overemphasis on grades which begins
when a student is in junior high
school and continues throughout
his academic career tends to destroy interest in learning for its
own sake.

WASHINGTON (CPS)--;-The~e
seems to be no direct relatwnslup
between high grades in . college
and professional success m later
life, two recent studies indicate,
Dr. Eli Ginzbcrg, a New York
-·-H.-'; ·;(~;~r~
researcher, studied a g1·oup of
,_Hi><AMh
, r- Columbia University gradu~te
students who had won fellowships
to the school between 1944 and
1950, Ginzberg's task wasto find
out how successful the 342· students had become 14 years after
they completed their fellowships.
Honors Don't Count
The findings showed students
'~ who had graduated from college
with. honors, who had won scholastic medals or who had been
elected to Phi Beta Kappa were
more likely to be in the "lower
professional performance level.s"
than students who had not distinguished themselves while in
J college.
' -~ J In another survey, a team of
University of Utah profes~ors
·.•.
~.;;; ~:
·._-.··.· ..
found there is almost no rclatwnship between the grades a medical
' .
student gets and his later performance.·
Unexpected Findings
This finding startled the leader
of the research team, Dr. Phillip
ENTHUSIASTIC CONCERT HALL DIRECTOR W~~~:~ ~· ::~!!" a~~cj~~~~rt~~o'!:!~~s ,!~~et::e n;,~~~
B. Price. He called it a ~<shocki.ng
bers of Mortar Board and Las Camhpalnl aWs, ·~tnt[~ are Diana Moelier, Mortar Board president, and
finding to a medical educator hke
invited to usher at the new conc~rt. a • t t
myself who has spent his profesRosslyn Mynatt president of the JUmor group.
~

~--.
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Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery
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call243-5671 today!

UT Offers Closs In Gloss Blowing
AUSTIN, Texas (CPS) -For
homework, nine University of
Texas students practice constructing glass swans and joining redhot tubing.
Initiated this fall under the department of chemistry, the graduate level course in glass blowing
is taught by tw'! professionals and

'.

carries no crcdtt.

and the application o£ their knowl-

edge," said Banks.
Banks feels that a student
should have a chance not only to
learn but to usc what he has
learned to help others.
"The student of today is vitally
aware of what exists around
him," Banks said, "and if he
knows what can and ought to be
done he will usually help out if
given the chance."
Some Groups Formed
Some of the ideas that have
been used by students to help
their community include the formation of neighborhood associations to form pressure groups to
use their political influence for
improvements.
There have also been tutorial
programs, community improvement proJ~rams, the votet• registration programs, and education
prog1·ams. 'J'he idea is to gat the
student to do what ever he can
and whatever he wants to do for
his comunmity.
Poverty An•ns Usted
At last nip;ht's nweting the
situation <>xisting in the northern
communiti('s <'atne up in the discussion. 'J'he fact that many families in 'faos, Mora, and Sandoval
counties are classified as living
in hard rore povetty was broug-ht
out.
'!'here is pm·tirulnr interest
with the migrant workers that
live in tltc area. AtJparently no
program that would help i11 edurating these Jleoplc and tlwir children exists. Plans call for information prog1•ams to make agencies aware of the situations that
exist in_..tllcse communities.
-·--
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Shop Makes Equipment
When a graduate student normally needs a piece o~ cquipme~t
for his research proJect that IS
either too expensive or does not
exist, he asks the chemistry shop
to contruct it. Most of the stu!

~

/d)

dents have never had anyone take
the time to show them how to
make it themselves, one of the instructors commented.
Two 'Vomen F.nrollerl
One of two women taking the
course, Mrs. Caroline Reynolds,
said she enrolled so that she
could repair broken glassware at
home and CQnstruct noveltlefl.
Jerry Mills, a graduate student
in chemistry, explained that "a
professional glassblower can teach
you more than you could ever
teach yourself,>l as the head of
the swan he was working on
melted.

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
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J. L. PAYNES, "CHAOS KIDS"

PRITCHffi & LADUE

STRIP RECORD HOLDER 7.77
DRIVER SAM CHASTAIN
AA/FUEL CHRYSLER

"GOLD-DIGGER" AA/FUEL CHRYSLER
DRIVER PAUL PRITCHETT

ND

'
\l.S.

"and then I said;
No machine can do my job better!"

.!!o ~~~~u~ !~JP!

L_c

FISHEf& GRETH~

"SPEED-SPORT" M/FUEL CHRYSLER
DRIVER 19-year-old RAY MA.UREL

DRIVER BOB PA.VIONI

____

~;}~

THE WINNER OF THE RACES WILL RUN

Veterans
Information

Funny. . how fast some jobs can
disappear. Totally. And pennancntly! That's progress. It brings
problems. But it also brings opportunities. l\'cw jobs, new careers for
those with the training to qualify

Q-1 am a dependent parent
receiving . death compensation
benefits of $60 a month. rs it
possible for me to receive a
benefit from the VA ?
A-!f your annual income from
all other sources does not exceed
$1000, you may be entitled to a
higher rate of Dependency and
Indemnity Compensation. Contact
your,vA I!egional O#ice, .

You won't get tomorrow's
jobs with yesterday's skills

Don ·Qarlits' ''Wynnscharger

you can get those skills by re-traming. So don't wait for your present
job to be replaced. Get the fact<; on
re-training now. Visit the local
office of your State Employment
ServiCe
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Elimination!! ......... 1 PM

ALBUQUERQUE DRAG\¥AV'

Train now for tomorrow's lobs

tiO ~OS!N ALLOWtD
tUf,l\,/., SMICTIOHW
NO ALCOHOLIC lEVERAGES PER MITTEO
ALL CAllS WILL IIETUIIN ON Rt1'1lRN ROAD UU~CSS OTIItllWISI! MltANG£1:1
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T'tme· Trto
• Is · -...... · · 9 AM

Drive Four Miles South On Broodwoy, tllrn Eo~t (>n Los Pieoros Rt!. and • • •
"FOLLOW THE Sliil-lS"

Tomorrow's jobs will he different.
Theill require
different skills. And
I '
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Lobos-Miners Will Clash
By JEFF DENNARD
of the defense to applaud because
Look for the Lobus to come out
they seem to come up with a new with as much fit•e Saturday night
The University of Texas at El
as they have displayed in their
Paso game may be the key to a star on every play.
'£he defensive secondary will othe1• two outings. Look for the
great season for the UNM Lobus.
get its toughest test Saturday
UTEP, formerly Texas :Western
night
and then all will know if Lobus to remain undefeated as
College, should be ready to put
they bury the Miners by a score
it is really a.s good as it has
the pieces together and play the
looked.
of about 27-15.
kind of football that earned them
an 8-3 record last year.
If the Texans have shaken
their early season mistakes they
could easily provide the Lobus
with their stiffest test of the
year. Everyone remembers the
slaughter on Stadium Boulevard
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD
of September last. The Lobus
opened with optimism and went
home with bitter memories.
SCOTT LEADS HARRIERS
But while the Miners have been
losing two games and displaying
lethargy sometimes found in winners, the Lobus have done their
.; homewo1•k well. Two big victories
at the outset were the result of
just the opposite attitude on the
part of the Lobus than the Miners
The UNM cross country team, Thornton was conference mile
seem to have.
champ, but was ineligible for
led by conference champ George
The desire of the young wolffirst-semester
action in cross
pack is creating a growing pride Scott, will leave today for Still- conference.
in the team around the campus, watet·, Okla., to compete against
a pride that has been missing for teams from Kansas, Oklahoma
the last few years.
State, Abliene Christian and Oklahoma Baptist.
Hcad-to~Head Battle
The meet features the world
The game breaks down as two
outstanding defenses facing off record holder in the mile run,
against two threatening offenses. Jim Ryun, who competes for KanThe Miners have one of the nation's best passing attacks with sas University.
quarterback Billy Stevens at the
Defending Champs
controls. Stevens is currently
The Lobos are the defending
ranked as the number two passer
champion
in the Stillwater meet,
in the nation having completed 40
but they will be hard pressed to
passes good for 556 yards.
The Texas bunch has two of the equal last year's performance.
ablest receivers in the game for Coach Hugh Hacket lias only two
Stevens to throw to. Chuch Hughs
men returning from last season's
and Bob Wallace combined last
year to latch on to 128 of Stevens' team, Scott and Adrian DeWindt.
A six-man team made up of
aerials for some 2300 yards.
The Miners' running game Web Loudat, Mike Thornton, Don
leaves something to be desired, Cooper, Bob Nanninga, plus Scott
though, and this lack of balance
could be the root of the troubles and DeWindt, will represent the
they encountered in the first two University.
games. The Miners rushing atLoudat, Thornton Help
tack produced a total of 442 yards
Loudat and Thornton are establa"St season.
lished distance stars on the UNM
Deversified Attack
track team and they should
The Lobus will counter with a
much more diversified attack strengthen the warn somewhat.
Last year Loudat was out of
which features the running of
Carl Bradford and Carl Jackson action during the cross country
and the passing of Rick Beitler. season
with
rnononeucleosis.
Distance ace, George Scott
Jackson and Bradford were back
in form last Saturday as they
gained 185 yards in their combined effort.
A man who is often overlooked
in the UNM offense is Joe Ca"Sas.
He will often sit back and wait
for the unsuspecting defense to
Dr. William Zimmer of the
relax and then break for long
Three first place winners were
yardage.
Newman Center Film Committee named at the fall Activities Night
The passing of young Mr. Beit.. has announced the organization's sponsored by the Union Special
ler has been one of the nicest fall semester film series program. Events Committee. More than 60
surprises in Loboland for many The films choosen were selected campus groups competed for
years. Beitler leads the Wolfpack on the basis of the director's hooth trophies as well as signing
in total offense as well as passing work, adhering to the Pl'Ograrn's up students for membership,
fall theme of "Great Directors."
with over 230 yards gained.
The Newman Center booth reThe schedule includes Luis ceived the trophy for best interGood !\liner Defense
Bunuel's "Exterminating Angel" pretation of the night's theme,
The Miner's defense has been
(Oct. 18}, Jean Renoir's "Picnic which was taken from Kipling's
better than most people realize. on the Grass" (Nov. 20), Michel- poem "If." Runner-up was Spur:;,
While the offense has stolen the angelo Antonioni's "Ill Grido" honorary for sophomore women.
headlines the defense has been
Young Americans for Freedom
(Dec. 18), and Federico Fellini's
limiting the opponents to meager
claimed top honors for original"I Vitelloni" (Jan. 15).
yardage on the ground.
ity
with their simulated old-fashAll film showing~ are in the
The passing defense has not
done as well, but that could be a
Newman Center auditorium and ioned saloon with the Internaresult of too many new faces. In begin at 7::30 p.m. Discussions tional Club, campus organization
the two games the Miners have
for foreig~ students and their
played this season the oppo::;i- will he held following aach 1ilm.
friends,
taking honorable mention,
The
admission
price
is
50
cents
tions' passing has been the Texarts' swan song.
The
Mountaineer
Club with lts
a PCI"Son and the public i<J invited,
The Lobo defensive unit hr.s
reproduction of a Swiss chalet
been the headliner for the Wolfwas named for the most attractive
pack this season and it well dePhilosophy Club
booth with the Naval ROTC in
serves it'S plaudits. The two opProfessor
Archie
J.
Bahm
will
ponents have scored but 1.6 pointH
against the big defense. The speak on "Why Not Be Irt·esponLobos have yet to be scored siblc"; 7:30 p.m., Sunday, Octo·
against in the first half.
ber 2, Room 250-C, of the Union;
No individual can be picked out evet·yonc is welcome.
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Lobos Travel to Oklahoma State
To Defend Cross Country Crown

Carl Jackson Lobo fullback

Ace Lobo Back
Top at: Rushing
By JEFF DENNARD
The biggest tribute which can
be paid to Carl Jackson is contained in a statement made by an
opposing coach last year: "Jackson is the closest thing New Mex-

i!;o has had to Don Perkins.''
A truer comment was never
made. The tough 190-pound fullback for the Lobos led the warn
in rushing last year with 665
yards. He carried the ball 166
times during the season to set a
new school 'record :for rushing
attempts.
Was JUCO Transfer
Jackson is a transfer from Independence Junior College where
he was an all-conference choice
in football and played for the
basketball team. While at Independence Jackson "Set a school
record in rushing.
In his first year at UNM Carl
was an honorable mention choice
in the All-WAC balloting. His
yardage gained was good enough
to place him second in the conference statistics in rushing and
the 60 points scored also placed
him second in the conference in
the scoring department:
Jackson played his high school
bali at 1Vyandotte High in Kansas
City, Itan. under the direction of
Coach Ed Ellis. Carl also earned
letters in basketball and track
while in high school. He was an
all-conference and all-state selection in both football and baslwtball while at Wyandotte.
Got Off to Slow Rtart
This year Carl got off to a slow
start against Utah State when the
big Aggie line held him to minus
three yards. But Jackson is too
much football player to hold down
for very long and the next weekend against the Wildcats of Kansas State he ripped the State
line for 104 yards.

COMUNGQ

Center Shows Films Prizewinners Named
By Great Directors For Activities Night

The bubble bur&t, the party's
over, the dream turned into a
nightmare. The Texas Western
Miners starred where they left
off last year and handed the
UNM Lobus their worst defeat
in 17 years as they crushed. the
hapless Wolfpaek 51·3.
If the game had been a boxing
match it would have been declared "no contest.'' But it will
go into the reco1'ds as the worst
whipping the Lobos have received
since losing to Rice 55-0 in 1949.
Miners Control
Texas Western used the strongest running game it has displayed
in man;IF' seasons to set up its

Miners Derail lobo's Train

·passing game, In fact the Min· ers' running hurt the Lobus much
more than the passing as the
Miners controlled the ball fo1·
most of the ga.me.
Defensively the Texans were
a match fol' any wam in the
country. The Lobo quarrerback
seldom had a chance to set for a
pass as the front line of the El
Pasonans
continually
broke
through the UNM blocking to
throw Beitler for losses. The
Miners were equally effective in
containing the · Lobus' running
game as they held the W olfpack
to 90 yards on the ground.
Slaughter Enjoyed
The lat•gest crowd to ever at-

again following a recovery of a
Joe Casas fumble. One minuw
and forty seconds later the Miners had their first touchdown on
a four yard run by Don Davis.
The Lobus finally got on the
scoreboard with a field goal with
9:30 to go in the half. The Lo( Continued on pag!r 4~•' ~ ·,,
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Same Old Sfmry

and got to the Lobos' 21 before
the drive bogged down. From
there the Texans got their first
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Utah Symphony Initiates
Concert l-lall with Brahms
By BRIAN LEO
In a solid and generous }Jrogram, the Utah Symphony inaugurated the UNM Coneet·t Hall.
Earlier, in the LOBO, it was noted
that the orchestra would feature
"traditional" works of Brahms
and Beethoven. This is of course
a convention, as when a front
line orchestra confronts these
compositions with the munificensc
displayed by the Utah Symphony,
the sound is a inoving presence;
it docs not need any qualifying
terms, or more con·ectly the music
rises above them.
Maestro Abravanel exhorted the
, lliCJ)tbcrs of the orchcstt:n to some
el{dting levels i>f organization
and coherence, which care then allows the communications inl1erent
in the works.
Cleanness and Polish
In the case of the Beethoven
Symphony No. 7, the excess of
'would-be' interpretation is difficult to ignore. One hopeful experience for listeners, in order to dispell this possible confusion, .is
simply to be presented wit11 a
completely clear, incisive }Jerform
ance of the work; at this time the
music in its self-insistence is, in
a way available, and the disparate
notions of its content become
sharply declined if not irrelevant.
I felt that their charge and control within the expansive form of
the Beethoven Symphony was
such that the music maintained a

constant immediacy; it over-rode
small lapses in the execution.
Opened with Brahms
The "Academic Festival Overture" opened the concert, and was
performed with a 1·hytbmic aecuracy and t.>nergy. It was a little
b1·assy, in the sense that the
violins were not heard too well at
all, in a few places.
The B:rahms Sympltony No. 4
was the next selection, which is a
long-sounding elegiac work, more
of a sundering sound than
Brahm's other symphonies.
The Utah Symphony dcmonstt•ated a fine flowing treatment,
with excellcmcy cuntrollPd tt:ansitions, and a powel'ful sense of
structure.
Some of the high points, in
terms of tone, were not struck
with sufficient intensity and clarity, however.
Extra Selections
At the conclusion of the program, Maestro Abravanel turned
to the audience to speak about
the orehestra's distinct pleasure
at being invited to inaugurate the
new concert hall. The conductor
compm·ed it with complete equality to their invitations to the
Athens Festival, the Vienna concert at the request of the Society
uf Friends of Music, and other
distinguished European performances.
With great agreement from the
entire audienC'e, he also wished

CL!ISSIFIED ADVEHTISING RATES:
4 lmcbnd., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
miUit c submitted by noon. on day. before
tmblfcnU~n to Room 150, StUdent Publications Budding, Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
FOR !tENT
ATTRACTIV1•l 1 or 2 bedroom lll>nrt•
mcnts for rent, l•'urnlshe<l. 440U Ninth
Street NW. 9/2B, 20, 30.

BAc~mLOR'S $Uit~ !or rent ncnr U11l·
vcra•t:v. Cnll 2G5·43B4, Evenings only, 9/20,
30, 10/3, G.

SERVICES
TYPEWHrTETt 11nlcs & rcpnlr. S!>ceW
rFntcs to UNM otudcnls on .nil mnchlne!l
•rce J>ickut> & delivery. E & E Typo;
writer
Service, 2217 Coni SE• t>honc 243·
0588,

th1·ee points on a 31 ym·d field
goal. The Loi.Jos were on the
defensive most of the fit·st quarrot·, but managed to hold the
score to 3-0 as the first period
ended.
Casas Fnmb!es
As the second quarter opened
the Miners were on the move

---------------------------

WANT ADS

ROOM for. studcnT.2M< bl~ek;"t;;;;;U-;;r:
v1cr•lty, ICI!chcn prlvllcgcs, Cnll 25o·4384
D 29, 30, 10/3, G,
'

tend a game in El Pa:;o--34,459
-stayed to the very end of the
slaughtet· watching the Miners
pour it on. The beautiful Sun
Bowl stadium was host to Texas
Governor John Connally.
The game starrod with the
Miners receiving the opening
kickoff. The Texans were unable
to move the ball and punrod to
the Lobus. The Lobus t•eturned
the favor as the Miners held tl1em
for three downs.
On the next series of· downs
Miners got the offense rolling

SHOWN ca~TTING llllf of ltiH riHirl~•·<·d LN·r .Jl't, i!; Hl•tuttor
Edward M. K~nncdy, aftt•r his nrrivul at tlw ,\lllllllu~r(IUl' Hunllort. l{enncdy arrivl•d l':II'IY this mornin~ l'or H(ll'aldng l'ttgng<•·
ment.s ill AlbuqucriJtlc attd Hnnta l~c.

our applause to the architect of
the hall, who was in the opening
night erowd.
A short pastorale on thl' subject of the Book of !\formon, and
Morton Gould's "American Trib· ute," both encores, eloRcd this
long- awaited l'Vening.

Basketball Tickets
Available for Staff
Faculty and staff members are
reminded to pick up their season basketball tickets in t;.he athletic dCt>•.n-tmcnt <>ffice between
the hours of ll .a.m. :md 4;30 p.n1.
on Oct. 3, 4, 5.
You must pick up the tickets
on these days in order to get
]>riority as tickets go on sale to
the pul1lic afrer tl1is date.
Tickets are priced at $30 for
chair type seating, and $22.50 for
the bench type seating. Your also
t·eminded of the family plan
which is $5 for a season ticket.

'
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Except Worse • • •
•

Senator Ted Kennedy l-lere
For U. Grant Presentation
By non ST01mY
Senator Ed\vard l.\f. Kennedy,
D-Mass., arrived nt the Albuquerque Sunport at 12:40 this moi·ning, for speaking engagements in
Albuquerque and Santa Fe. Kennedy presenred the first John F.
Kennedy :Memorial Scholarship at
UNI\I this morning at 8:15, and
spoke at a rally at Zinuner111an
Fil'ld at !) a.m.
Kennedy, in a plane-side inwrview with the LOBO said that he
was l1appy to be in New Mexico.
"We Kcnntodys have always had
a special regm•d for New l\Iexico," he said. "I can remember
spending many good times here
during the '60 eumpaign." Kennedy said. ·
When asked why he came to
New l\lexico, Kennedy said, "I am
glad to say tlmt I am here to lend
my support to the Democratic
candidatl's in the state espeCially
my frit•nd Senator Andel'son."
Gun•rnor's !lace ('lose
Kennedy, wl10 has just comJllt'wd a camrmign trip in the
West, said of the Califomia govel'nor's l'l<'rtion, "I think that Gov.
Brown will win in a dose I'ace.''
"I am confident that California
will look at his I'Ccord and ret'lect ltim. OvCl·all I tltink we
huve a !!ood chance" Kennedy
said.
Kcnnt'dy apfJe:n·ed at UNl\1 this
iiiOI'Iling to Pl.l'Sl•nt the first John
F. KNmedy 1\Icmot•ial Scl10!arship
lo a UNl\i graduate student,

David Weber. Kennedy also spoke
at a Democratic tally held at
Zimmerman l!'ield.
The senator's chartered Lear
Jet, was met last night at the
airport by a gt·oup of Democrats,
including Jack Beatty, a personal
friend of the Ken
and Lt.
Governor Mack
Beatty

served as liason man for Kennedy
by arranging his itinerary.
Accepts Invitation
Beatty said afrer Kennedy accepted an invitation to present
the memorial scholarship in honor
of his brother, that he (Beatty)
was asked to arrange some politiContinued on
4)
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SENATOU EI>WAHD M. Kl•nn;•cly i!; shown IJ!'ing- interviewed by
Bill Olson (left of 1\UNl\l) and l.OBO rt'IIOrtc•• Bob Storey (right),
after his arth·al in Albmrut•rqtl<' <•arlr this morning. Kennedy
Jll'escntcd the John P. Kennedy Ml·nwrial Schoh1rshi11 at UN M
this morning.
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